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President’s Desk…
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Mark R. DeFazio
President and CEO

appy New Year! This past year we made significant investments in Metropolitan National Bank and our wholly owned
subsidiary CashZone Financial Services, Inc.

more quantifiable, comprehensive and easy view of all risks affecting
the organization and will be able to easily demonstrate to regulators
how we react to changes in our overall risk profile.

At CashZone, the team worked tirelessly throughout 2012 to finalize
agreements with Liberty Tax, Futura Card Services and TitleMax. These
programs, in which we are a prepaid debit card issuer, a program
manager, or both, will all be live by end of the first quarter 2013.
We should see the payoff of this investment of time and money
throughout this new year.

Surviving Sandy
Hurricane Sandy taught us a few important lessons about our
clients and ourselves. First, we are relieved that very few of our clients
were impacted by the storm. While some interruption of business
was inevitable, our clients were adequately insured and did not
suffer financially.

The other major investment we made in 2012 is less headlinegrabbing but is critical to our ability to take Metropolitan National
Bank to the next level. We invested significant amount of capital
and human resources to satisfy regulatory concerns regarding the
Bank’s risk profile.

“I see that we are in position to take
advantage of significant strategic
opportunities in the marketplace
when they present themselves.”
Most notably, the OCC believed our exposure to corporate real estate
reflected an aggressive risk profile. To fully comply with the OCC’s
directives, we reduced by $130 million our performing commercial
real estate portfolio, which had experienced virtually no losses and
had weathered the recession respectfully. We did not have to sell
loans at a discount; we did not suffer any losses. But by moving these
working assets off our balance sheet, we lost interest income that
negatively affected our 2012 earnings.
We suffered a significant short-term hit to our earnings for a long-term
gain – regulatory equilibrium. The OCC is satisfied that the risk profile
of the portfolio has changed to their liking, and once that consent
order is lifted, we will begin anew. The team has already begun to
replace those assets.
I invite you to read Michael Guarino’s interview on page 6 of this
newsletter. He discusses the Bank’s new enterprise-risk management
program. Management and the Board of Directors will now have a

How Metropolitan National Bank prepared for and reacted to
the storm assures me that the investment we have made in our
infrastructure was well worth the cost. It also tells me that our
infrastructure is capable of supporting a much larger institution.
Looking Forward to 2013
I am an optimist, but my optimism is based on good information.
I know that in 2013, this institution will benefit from its significant
diversification, that new lines of business will generate revenue, and
that the rebuilding our commercial real estate portfolio is already
underway. I see that we are in position to take advantage of significant
strategic opportunities in the marketplace when they present themselves. It will be a year of planned, strategic growth.
People know the kind of investment it takes to start a new business.
In our case, the investment wasn’t in a new business but rather
to get to a point where the OCC is more comfortable with our risk
profile. We had to give up earning assets to get to a regulatory
equilibrium, but replacing those assets is significantly easier than
replacing lost earnings through asset deterioration.
I firmly believe that if it were only for the recession, this Bank would
have been unscathed. It was the changed regulatory environment
that set us sideways and took us three years to get through. We’re on
the other side of that now, and we’re ready to take advantage of every
corporate and retail opportunity that we see ahead of us.
Thank you for your continued belief in Metropolitan National Bank,
in our management team, in our strategy and in me. I expect it will
be a very happy new year, indeed.
Mark R. DeFazio
President and CEO
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Metropolitan
National Bank
welcomes a sparkling
new neighbor to the
heart of New York City’s
Diamond District

International
Gem Tower
To schedule an appointment please
call Laura Capra, Senior Vice President
at 212 659-0606 or eMail to
Relationships@MetropolitanBankNY.com
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Taking the Ball

and Running With It

I

f banking were like football, Michael Lowengrub, Executive Vice

While Michael sees continued challenges ahead in the national

offensive line coach. He says the time for playing defensively is over

economy, he says the New York City metropolitan area’s economy

and that now is the time to get “back in the lending game.”

is healthy enough to selectively get back into the commercial real

Michael explains that the Bank has done considerably more lending

Michael Lowengrub
Executive
Vice President and
Chief Financial
Officer

New York City Thrives

President and CFO, might be considered Metropolitan National Bank’s

estate space.

in the past three months than in the previous three, having taken

“Rather than playing defense, we are firm believers in the need to

advantage of a number of opportunities to book a “fair amount of new

create our own recovery,” Michael says, echoing President and CEO

business in the past 90 days, which bodes well as we move into 2013.”

Mark DeFazio’s sentiments from last fall. “No one’s going to do it for

He adds, “We spent considerable time in 2011 and much of 2012
repositioning the Bank’s loan portfolio, including selectively reducing
the real estate portfolio, which we’ve offset to some extent by increasing
our commercial and industrial (C&I) lending. And we now have what

us. We believe we are at a point in time that we can confidently but
very selectively originate more commercial real estate loans. We’re
also doing more C&I loans, so the combination of these two lines of
business has made for a positive end to 2012.”

appears to be a very robust lending pipeline. So, I anticipate lending

He also notes the while Hurricane Sandy was a devastating disaster

volume will continue to increase as we go forward in 2013.”

for the NY Metro-area, the Bank and its clients generally fared well.

“Rather than playing defense, we believe
we need to create our own recovery.
No one’s going to do it for us.”

“We were able to service our clients as needed and conduct critical
day-to-day operational business functions during the height of the
storm,” Michael explains. “Our backup site worked as expected, so we
didn’t miss a beat in supporting our customers.”
Looking Ahead
New faces have been added to the management team, Michael notes,

Michael would like to see an end, sooner rather than later, to the bick-

and these individuals have already begun to make their imprint on

ering in Washington and have it replaced with thoughtful progress

the Bank. “We have a new head of retail banking, Laura Capra, who has

made on key topics such as the much-talked-about “fiscal cliff”, the

hit the ground running in terms of adding new deposit relationships.

debt ceiling and tax reform, and for our elected officials to create a

We’re all excited about what the future holds on the retail side of our

substantive plan for dealing with the federal deficit.

business in 2013.

These discussions have an effect on the interest rate environment, and

“We also added a Chief Operating Officer, Mary Beth Sweeney, and

while Michael says, “the economy is clearly in better shape today than

a new director of compliance, Grisel Arias Kaplan. We think we’ve

it was a year ago, it is still not demonstrating enough positive signs to

really enhanced and strengthened the senior management team in

convince the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates. Ultimately, rates

ways which will enable the Bank to take greater advantage of the

will rise sooner rather than later, in my view, and we’re very conscious

opportunities we see in the coming year.”

of that. It comes into our discussions regularly when we set pricing on
loans and deposits.”
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COO Spotlight
Synergies Throughout the Bank is Key to Future Growth
It’s time to build, to grow and to look to the future, according to
Metropolitan National Bank’s newly hired Executive Vice President
and Chief Operating Officer, Mary Beth Sweeney.
With the Bank only since last September, Mary Beth notes that the
environment here is “very exciting, very fast-paced.”

Mary Beth Sweeney
Executive
Vice President and
Chief Operating
Officer

She is ready to help Mark DeFazio, President and CEO, and the rest
of the team take the organization to the next level. “We really have
a strong foundation, a great infrastructure,” she says. “The depth of
management, not just senior management, which is a very cohesive,
strong group of individuals, but our entire management team and all
those supporting them are diligent, hard-working and loyal.”
Mary Beth points to several initiatives that are being executed the
first part of the year as proof that momentum is building. CashZone’s
new third-party prepaid program with partner Futura Card Services
launched in the first quarter and is just one of several in the pipeline
to launch during the first half of 2013.
She also points to the new Enterprise Risk Management project
headed by Michael Guarino, the Bank’s Senior Vice President,

General Counsel, Legal/Operations Risk Management, adding, “We
have situated ourselves ahead of the curve compared to our peers
when it comes to ERM. ” You can learn more about the Bank’s ERM
initiative on page 6.
Deposit and lending products are well positioned to support planned
growth, Mary Beth says, and the quality of depth of staff is such that
Metropolitan National Bank will continue to service clients “consistently at a very high level.” On the retail side, she is looking to newly
hired Laura Capra, Senior Vice President of Retail Banking, to generate
significant deposit growth.
What has impressed her about Metropolitan National Bank is how well
the various areas work together. “Retail, lending, operations, compliance… they don’t work in silos,” Mary Beth explains. “There is a synergy
here that differentiates this team, and it is what keeps us consistently
meeting customers’ needs and growing as an organization.”
She concludes that this positive energy comes from the top. “Mark is
a tremendous leader, forward thinker and motivator for the organization and has created a very positive work environment. I am looking
forward to lots of good things in 2013.”

Retail Banking Update
Targeted Marketing to Each Community We Serve
With a renewed focus on Metropolitan National Bank’s retail efforts,
Laura Capra, Senior Vice President – Head of Retail Banking, is working
to set the Bank apart from the competition.

Laura Capra
Senior Vice President
and Head of Retail
Banking

A recently launched marketing campaign tailors its message and
images to each of the four retail banking centers – diamonds in the
diamond district, needle and thread in the textile district, an approach
at 99 Park Avenue targeted at professionals, and a true community
perspective in Boro Park.
“We’re focusing on each distinct neighborhood, adding value to
the clients we have there already and attracting new business
relationships,” Laura says. “Metropolitan National Bank has a lot

New
Banking
Center
window
signage.
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to offer businesses, professionals and communities. We’re ramping up
to meet the needs of the expected growth from these efforts.”
To that end, new retail managers and business developers have been
hired to help expand existing relationships and acquire new ones,
to “help enhance our mission,” Laura explains. “There’s a renewed focus
on making Retail a core business for Metropolitan National Bank, and
that effort starts with our team.”
One of the tools in the team’s belt is the Bank’s cash management
services. “Our lockbox, online banking, sweep accounts, remote
deposit services are designed to help our clients run their businesses,
offer them greater convenience,” Laura says. “Our job is to help our
clients be successful, and in doing so, we strengthen and deepen our
relationship with them.”

Bank’s Chief Technology Officer –

Finding Efficiencies and Savings

I

Nick Rosenberg
Senior Vice President
and Chief Technology
Officer

f someone told you that you could cut your energy bills significantly
and relatively painlessly, wouldn’t you want to know how? That’s
exactly what Senior Vice President and Chief Technology Officer Nick
Rosenberg wanted to learn when he oversaw a long-term energy
audit at Metropolitan National Bank last year.

With ‘virtualization,’ one powerful server uses special software to
run multiple separate environments, each completely isolated from
one another, giving you the same benefits of running multiple
servers, he explains.

He expected to find some savings. What Nick didn’t expect was a
nearly 50 percent reduction in energy use, and therefore, energy costs.

“What we want to do is learn
what our customers really need
– not just what another bank is
doing – and be innovative.”

The energy auditors recommended installing high efficiency filters
and other small changes to the HVAC system, but the major savings
are coming from a centrally and remotely controlled thermostat.
“It might sound silly, but we found that air conditioning and lights
were being left on when no one was in our banking centers,”
Nick says. “And it was costing us, dearly.”
Always the engineer first, Nick conducted a control test. In one banking
center, he asked an IT employee to manually check if the thermostat
was programmed correctly every week. In another banking center,
a centrally and remotely controlled thermostat was installed. In the

“The Bank’s disaster recovery plan worked
as planned when Hurricane Sandy
knocked out power that made the main
office inaccessible for a week.”
banking center where an employee manually checked the thermostat,
they cut energy costs by 5-10 percent. In the banking center with the
new thermostat, the energy bill was cut by 50 percent.
Nick and his team plan to implement energy – and cost – saving
changes as they are able. “We could potentially save the Bank $50,000
each year. There is a cost to upgrading equipment, and each banking
center is unique in its energy needs, so that’s what we’re working
through now.”
Another major energy savings could come from the virtualization of
the Bank’s server room. The Bank runs 15-20 servers constantly. Using
multiple servers is partly a security requirement. “If a process running
on one server is compromised, it doesn’t affect other programs,” Nick

“We could potentially save the Bank
$50,000 each year.”

This virtualization changeover is a long-term project due to its costs.
“We have to purchase new, expensive equipment, while our current
servers are already paid for,” Nick says. “So as we age out our current
servers, we will begin to replace them with this new virtualized server.”
Nick adds that the Bank’s disaster recovery plan worked as planned
when Hurricane Sandy knocked out power that made the main office
inaccessible for a week. “Our key officers had remote access immediately and were able to handle overdrafts, customer correspondence,
and wires. By Wednesday, employees were able to get to hot sites
and the banking centers, except 99 Park Avenue. The Saturday night
after Sandy made landfall, the power was restored at our main office
and we were able to go in and process the backlog before the start
of business Monday.”
Looking Ahead
“The banking industry is climbing out of the funk it has been in
since 2008,” says Nick. “We’re certainly not out of the woods, and the
economy still has a lot of challenges, but it seems like the survivors
in the banking industry are back to pre-crisis profit levels, although
growth has slowed considerably.”
He expects much of his attention to be spent on the online channel in
2013, looking for greater efficiencies, productivity and innovation to
meet customer needs.
“Our challenge is to be more innovative, to think outside the box,” says
Nick. “Banks are basically competing for the same loans and deposits,
driving down margins in a vicious cycle. Metropolitan National Bank’s
value is in our unique mix of products and channels. We can offer
traditional banking and CashZone retail financial services. What we
want to do is learn what our customers really need – not just what
another bank is doing – and be innovative.”
Keeping Customer Data Safe

explains. “For instance, if our website, which includes only publicly
available information, is somehow compromised, it doesn’t affect
another server that has customer data. It’s a good practice to have
multiple servers running different functions. It’s also beneficial for
our disaster recovery plan, which of course was recently tested
during Hurricane Sandy.”

Nick is constantly looking at ways to keep customer data safe.
One initiative is to replace sensitive customer data, like account
numbers, with a specially assigned user number. “It’s like with
your health insurance,” explains Nick. “They used to use your social
security number for identification purposes, but they replaced it
with a unique user number.”

That many servers always running, however, uses a lot of power and
also generates a fair amount of heat, which has to be cooled by air
conditioning. “So if you can reduce the server count, you can reduce
the power used to run and cool them,” Nick says.

Wherever possible, says Nick, the Bank will purge sensitive numbers
and replace them with alternatives. “If a nefarious character breaks
into our system, they can’t access confidential information. It reduces
our risk profile, and if we suffer a breach, the culprit is less likely to
obtain anything of value.”
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Enterprise Risk Management –

Assessing Risk Holistically

R

isk is an inherent part of banking, and it is how well you manage
the various risks that separate the successful enterprises from the
failures. Michael Guarino, Senior Vice President and General Counsel of
Legal/Operations Risk Management, understands this, and it is his job
to assist Metropolitan National Bank’s senior management, its Board
of Directors and its regulators in developing a complete picture of the
risks the Bank is assuming at any given time, as well as the controls to
effectively manage them.
Michael Guarino
Senior Vice President
and General Counsel
Legal/Operations
Risk Management

“The expectation now is that banks of every size are expected to look
at risk on an enterprise-wide basis, not in silos as was once customary,”
Michael explains. “We need to know how each risk factor affects all
areas of the Bank and how they affect each other.”
To that end, after a six-month selection process, Bank management
recently selected the Bank’s enterprise risk management (ERM) software provider. “We have established a senior management team and
have begun implementing this new program, which we expect will
take the better part of 2013 to get it installed, folks trained to use it
and to test it.”
The program is fairly sophisticated, with risk assessment modules that
staff can update as factors change and that will allow senior management to have a current view the Bank’s risk environment.
“The end result will be an ERM dashboard – a centralized tool for
Board and senior management reporting – with what we call ‘heat
maps,’” explains Michael. “The color-coded maps tell us if the various

risk categories are considered ‘high,’‘medium,’ or ‘low and if the
controls in place are appropriate.’”
He continues, “What are considered acceptable levels of risk to the
board and management? This is considered the Bank’s risk appetite.
It’s something we already know, but it’s been a part of our culture
– more art than science. The ERM program quantifies the Bank’s risk
appetite through our inputting of Key Risk Indicators and specific
financial metrics or parameters and allows us to monitor and minimize
the risk factors. We can’t totally eliminate them, but we can manage
them in a reasonable parameter.”
Of course, knowing and managing risk isn’t the end-game. “This all
comes back to our strategic plan for the Bank,” Michael explains. “For
instance, this will help us determine our capital budget … will we
need more capital to mitigate some of these risks? It will also help us
vet out new products and services during the product development
process. It will also provide a tool for the Legal Risk component of the
program in the context of the Vendor Management module to further
document the due diligence process and the monitoring of contracts.”
Choosing, implementing and using this new ERM program is only
the beginning, he concludes. “It’s a process that can take on a life of
its own; you never really bring full closure to risk management, which
ultimately depends on the people that manage it, while utilizing such
tools to more efficiently identify, manage and monitor key risks that
impact our institution.”

Prepaid Cards –

Success Breeds Growth

F

Al Botta
Senior Vice President
Metropolitan
National Bank/
CashZone

l

or Al Botta, Senior Vice President – Metropolitan National Bank
and CashZone, the hard work done by his team last year has created
an extremely busy first quarter of 2013.

“We expect four-to-six times the number of cards loaded with tax
return monies than we did last year,” Al explains. In addition, one
Liberty Tax franchisee opened up shop in two CashZone stores.

“The contracts we signed last year are going live” Al says. “And we
created a healthy pipeline of new prepaid card business that we
expect to close in the coming
year, including a handful of
big names in the industry –
existing, well-known prepaid
card programs asking us to
serve as their card issuer.”

The success of last year’s Liberty Tax pilot also has caught the attention of another national tax preparer chain and work has begun to
get it up-and-running for this
tax season. “We could see a
huge spike in our tax business,”
Al says.

Al says he is expecting a significant boost to earnings from
the Liberty Tax program. While
the number of Liberty Tax
stores using CashZone cards
for tax clients’ refunds will grow
from eight last year to more
than 50 this year, he notes
the key is the increase in the
number of returns generated.
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Additionally, in an effort to
change CashZone employees
from seeing their roles as check
cashing tellers to sales people,
Al is announcing a companywide annual incentive-based
compensation plan. “We’ve had
contests before,” Al explains,
“but never an embedded sales
effort in a compensation plan.”

Returning to Community Banking –

the Right Move

G

risel Arias Kaplan has spent most of her 30-year banking
compliance career in community, regional and international banks.
For the past seven years she has worked in the international banking
sector. But in November 2012 she joined Metropolitan National
Bank, returning to community banking compliance, a world she is
“passionate about.”

Grisel Kaplan
Senior Vice President
and Director of
Compliance

The new Senior Vice President/Director of Compliance explains,
“Metropolitan National Bank is more full-service; it has a broader scope
of products and services than an international branch. This type of
banking really supports our communities, and I really enjoy that aspect.”
In her role, Grisel is responsible for the Bank and CashZone’s compliance oversight. “I spend most of my day managing our compliance
program and the programs that are set up to keep our companies in
compliance with required laws and regulations.”
With her experience, a legal background and her professional designations – Certified Regulatory Compliance Manager (CRCM) and Certified

“You want to create processes that allow
you to continue to grow your business
without having to pull back.”
Risk Professional (CRP) – she says she has a lot to offer Metropolitan
National Bank, in terms of strategic compliance oversight.
“The focus of my career has been on the management, development
and enhancement of, and in some instances, the remediation of,
compliance programs,” she adds. “My objective is to maintain a robust
and sustained compliance program that passes muster with ever
changing regulatory expectations.”
Grisel says the current banking compliance environment is different
than when she started in the industry three decades ago. She attributes
the change to two major events.
“The 9/11 event – which resulted in the development of the USA
Patriot Act, the Bank Secrecy Act, the Anti-Money Laundering legislation – changed the world of compliance dramatically,” Grisel explains.
The market decline of 2008 was the other. “It forced legislators to
rethink the regulatory process. It shifted the focus to the lending
process, and gave us the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform along with
the creation of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, or the CFPB.”

That’s a lot of change, but it doesn’t faze Grisel. “These changes were
very broad, very sweeping, and they came very quickly. How you
respond to that is by keeping abreast of the changes, identifying how
they impact your financial institution and drilling down to how they
affect your products and services,” she explains. “From that point, you
create compliance management programs that are sustainable
within your organization. You want to create processes that allow you
to continue to grow your business without having to pull back.”
She says her efforts at Metropolitan National Bank and CashZone are
focused on studying the current processes and finding ways to finetune them to make them more efficient. “What we have here is effective.
But can I make it more efficient? Streamlining, simplifying, automating
what I can… that’s where I’m spending my time right now.”
She says overseeing the compliance at CashZone is straight-forward.
“Because it’s a money service business, the regulators automatically
consider it a high risk business. So when you have a higher risk program,
the internal control requirements are very well spelled out in the law.”
Community Banking’s Appeal
Professionally, Grisel was drawn back to community banking. But she
adds that clients, too, are returning as larger banks continue to fail at
‘personal value banking,’ as she calls it.
“People want personalized, attentive attention from their bank,” Grisel
explains. “They want personal value banking and to be associated with
an institution that can remember who they are and what their financial
needs are. That’s what Metropolitan National Bank offers. Plus, larger
banks suffer from bureaucracy, something we don’t here. I’ve only been
here two months, but it’s obvious that our Bank is very much based in
the communities it serves. Whether providing banking services through
Metropolitan National Bank or money services through CashZone,
there’s an obvious commitment to providing quality services.”
Grisel remains active in the American Bankers Association and with
Deutsche Bank’s Women on Wall Street Conference. On a personal
level, she devotes much of her time mentoring young women transitioning from college to graduate studies who express an interest
in the financial sectors.
“Someone helped me when I was younger, and it made all the difference in the world,” Grisel explains. “It’s how I ended up at the college
I went to, the law school I attended, and even how I ended up in
banking. Now it’s my turn.”
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Notes

Congratulations
Metropolitan National Bank continues to grow.
New Hires

Promotions

Cathy DeBow
Vice President, Banking Center Manager
1359 Broadway Banking Center
Metropolitan National Bank

James O’Donohue
From First Vice President, C&I Lending to
Senior Vice President, C&I Lending
Metropolitan National Bank

Ana Lawrence
Teller
Boro Park Banking and Lending Center

Andrew Landi
From Vice President, IT Department to
First Vice President, IT Department
Metropolitan National Bank

Peaches Toussaint
Teller
Boro Park Banking and Lending Center

Luz Flores
From CashZone Administration Manager to
Assistant Vice President, CashZone
Metropolitan National Bank
Nadia Ramirez
From CashZone Controller to
Assistant Vice President, CashZone Controller
Metropolitan National Bank
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99 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016
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New York, NY 10018
212 643-6981

Brooklyn Banking and Lending Center

16 West 46th Street
New York, NY 10036
212 938-0770
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